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The application of combined techniques such as aerial imagery, sediment coring, down-hole magnetic susceptibility, and
mechanized trench excavation can provide critical information on landscape formation andmound stratigraphy, specifically if they
can be used to understandmound sequences and development. This paper reviews preliminary findings from recent coring and test
excavations at the Carsonmounds site (22CO505) in Coahoma County, Mississippi. Aerial imagery assisted in the characterization
of a crevasse ridge flood deposit underlying the site and detailed field descriptions of the pedology corroborated its existence.
Subsequent sediment coring and trench excavation revealed the nature of flooding in prehistory, indicating that high-intensity
floods were responsible for the formation of the crevasse ridge and that lower intensity floods were potentially responsible for
interruptions inmound building at the site. This suggests that the Carson settlement was initiated on an actively flooding landform.
Down-hole magnetic susceptibility correlated effectively with the pedology; however, it also helped discern anthropogenic surfaces
(i.e., occupational layers) that are difficult to identify visually, such as those we found in Mound C. Findings from this pilot study
demonstrate the utility of sediment coring and magnetic susceptibility as effective and feasible methods for developing hypothesis-
driven research.
1. Introduction
“The problems set by man’s nutritive, reproduc-
tive, and hygienic needs must be solved. They are
solved by the construction of a new, secondary, or
artificial environment. This environment, which
is neither more nor less than culture itself, has
to be permanently reproduced, maintained, and
managed.” Malinowski 1944:37 [1].
Despite the vast arable potential of the Yazoo Basin in
northwestern Mississippi (Figure 1), an area also known
as the Mississippi Delta, agricultural activity in the region
was greatly limited by unpredictable flooding until extensive
levee systems were built in the mid 19th-century [2, page
396]. Before modern engineering projects drained the south-
ern floodplain forests of the basin by preventing seasonal
inundations and backwater flooding [3, page 69], the region
was a frontier of Native American settlements [4] in an
area that has been characterized as an untamed, Edenic
wilderness [5, page 42]. We know from the chroniclers of
the Hernando de Soto entrada that the Yazoo Basin was a
“watery wilderness” [6, page 228], and that the province of
Quigualtam in the southern Delta was a “maze of waterways”
[7, page 343]. Following criticisms of the romantic perspec-
tive that the Americas were a pristine environment prior to
European contact [3, 8–11] and building on descriptions of
the prehistoric Delta environment from the documentary
record, our ongoing research investigates environmental
adaptations to a dynamic landscape at the Carson mounds
site (22CO505 and 22CO518) in the northern Yazoo Basin
(Figure 1).
Our environmentally focused research at Carson engages
with existing regional archaeological studies [12–15] and
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Figure 1: The Lower Mississippi Valley (LMV)—the Yazoo Basin is centrally located in the LMV, in the area enclosed by the yellow box.
Phillips, Ford, and Griffin’s original survey areas are shown as are deposits predating and postdating the Holocene.
approaches a pan-Eastern Woodlands, late prehistoric cul-
tural complex known as Mississippian through the scien-
tific study of soils, geomorphology, and mound building.
Archaeological approaches to Mississippian socio-political
complexity have traditionally focused on political economy
[16–18] and ideology [19–22] as a means to explain the rapid
florescence of large-scale mound building (although mound
building takes place during the Late Archaic and Middle
Woodland periods, it is not seen at as large a scale as during
the Mississippi period [23]), agriculture, and a ubiquitous
symbolic religious system [24, 25], [26, page 7], [27] at
around. 1100 AD [12]. However, in some cases, the envi-
ronment has also figured significantly into archaeological
research evaluating howMississippian societies adapted their
ideologies, settlement patterns, social systems, and political
economies to a variety of different environments (e.g., [23,
28, 29]). Recently, some researchers have started calling for a
reappraisal of older Mississippian models and for the recog-
nition of variation over similarity in Mississippian societies
(e.g., the chiefdom concept, [30–34]). Simultaneously, other
scholars have recently pointed out that social and political
organization cannot be described in totowithout considering
the dynamic and discursive relationships between humans
and their environment [8, 9, 35–38]. Therefore, we propose
contributing to the existing works of Mississippian scholars
by engaging with an approach rooted in historical ecology,
a paradigm influential in the archaeology of Amazonia [36,
39], and we think, quite promising in the archaeology of the
Lower Mississippi Valley [10, page 318].
Archaeological studies in historical ecology have in com-
mon only their disparate methodologies [40–43]. As defined
by Bale´e, Erickson, and Crumley, historical ecology has
four hard-core postulates: (1) nearly all environments have
been influenced by human activity, (2) human influence is
neutral on biodiversity—humans are not programmed to
destroy or to harmonize with nature, (3) different societies
have differential effects on world and local environments,
and (4) human interaction with the environment should
be understood as a global phenomenon [8, 9, 39]. In
the Southeast, many have identified with the processual
approach and methods grounded in the earth sciences [44–
51]. While these studies are innovative in their methods,
their research has generally focused on how the environment
structures society, eliding the notion that humans are also
agents of their own destiny. On the other hand, Hammett’s
[52, 53] research on anthropogenic landscapes considers
how Indians in the Carolinas actively managed their fields
and forests. Making use of travel writings and journals
from the early Contact period, Hammett finds descriptions
in the literature of blazing fields set afire and of cleared
forests used as pastures. Finding evidence of management
practices, Hammett claims the Indians of the Carolinas
had an informal model of landscaping extending for miles
beyond their towns. Clearly the ethnohistoric record has
much to contribute to studies of historical ecology, as
does the scientific study of soils and ecofacts. Uniting the
two perspectives, humanist and positivist, certainly has the
potential to yield numerous insights into how Mississippian
societies organized subsistence, settlement, and social order.
For example, at the protohistoric Jordan site in More-
house Parish, LA, evidence of a large-scale water control
system designed to capture and store surface runoff has
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Figure 2: Upper Yazoo, Mississippi channel scars demonstrate the frequency with which rivers move and landforms evolve—yellow box
denotes general site area.
been discovered [54]. Mounds at the Jordan site were built
within a partially-filled stream channel to divert water to
man-made holding ponds for use during times of drought
[54, page 310]. With the right perspective, it is possible to
recognize that certain features of the built environment, like
mounds, borrow pits, ditches, and berms, may also have had
functional as well as symbolic purposes. Thus, by focusing on
the reciprocal dynamic between man and the environment
[55, page 159] through the study of ethnohistory [53],
geomorphology [56], the culturally built landscape [57–59],
and soils data [60, page 1], [43, page 3-4], we can ask of the
Carson mounds site: what were the needs and organization
of a community that built a labor intensive settlement atop a
dynamic landscape (Figure 2) prone to recurrent flooding?
Carson is one of the largest of the numerous late
prehistoric multi-mound sites in the Mississippi Delta, but
like many other mound sites in the Lower Mississippi Valley,
it has not been investigated to the same extent that other
4 Journal of Anthropology
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Figure 3: Thomas 1894 [68]: Plate XI-Georectified Historic Map of the Carson mounds site in UTM coordinate system, Zone 15N, datum
WGS 1984. Mounds labeled A–F are still mostly visible today; the remainder of the smaller mounds have mostly been plowed away, although
some low rises are still evident on the landscape today.
Mississippian mound centers like Cahokia [61], Moundville
[17, 62, 63], and Etowah [64–67] have been investigated.
William Henry Holmes’ original map ([68]: Plate XI) of
Carson locates 4 large pyramidal mounds, 2 double conical
mounds, and presumably over 80 small house mounds
covering the expanse of one mile east to west [69, page 5]
(Figure 3). While the scale of monumental (large pyramidal
and conical) mounds is generally similar to other large Mis-
sissippian sites, what makes the Carsonmounds unique is the
expansive east-to-west distribution of what may potentially
be small house mounds (Figures 4 and 5); if so, the site begs a
consideration of community (sensu [70]) and site formation
processes (sensu [71]). The sheer size of the site also makes
it problematic to excavate—as a solution, it was anticipated
that modern and efficient forms of investigation, such as
remotely sensed data, geophysical survey, soil coring, and
mechanical trench excavations, could be used to gather data
efficiently, and were therefore used as part of this research.
This research builds upon data derived from ten days of
coring and trenching conducted in July of 2009. Sediment
data collected from these soil cores revealed possible evidence
of a significant flood event contemporaneous with Carson’s
occupation, suggesting that an active river channel was
present adjacent to the site during the period ofMississippian
settlement. Specific lines of inquiry that guided the 2009
efforts are as follows.
(1) Where was the Mississippi River during the occupa-
tion(s)?
(2) Was the Carson site built on an active river channel
or beside an oxbow lake?
(3) Can sediment coring help discern if indeed Carson is
one site or a palimpsest of several?
Data obtained from the 2009 season have permitted some
initial impressions on these questions, in particular on the
locations of anthropogenic features on the landscape relative
to the Mississippi River channel chronology as developed by
Fisk [72] and Saucier [73].
Journal of Anthropology 5
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Figure 4: Graphic comparison of the sizes of Cahokia and Carson—both images are at the same scale.
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Figure 5: Graphic comparison of the sizes of Carson and Moundville—both images are at the same scale.
These efforts have validated an interdisciplinary archae-
ology rooted in historical ecology and informed methods for
use in future excavations.
2. Archaeological Background of
the Yazoo Basin, Mississippi
Archaeologists have long endeavored to outline major devel-
opments in Native American settlement of Mississippi’s
Yazoo Basin [12, 23, 68, 69, 74–96]. A regional chronology
was initially completed by the Lower Mississippi Survey
[13, 14] in the mid-20th century. Subsequent research has
revised old ceramic sequences, providing detailed accounts
of material culture and settlement history at sites such as
Carson, Anna, Glass, Parchman, and Chittaloosa [97–102].
Although recent scholarship on Mississippian societies has
focused on a variety of far-ranging topics (see [30] for a
comprehensive review), little emphasis has been given to
reconstructing prehistoric environments and the study of
how people lived in, adapted to, and altered the landscape
in which they lived ([3, page 80]; notable exceptions are
[45, 54, 56–59, 73, 103, 104]).
Prehistoric settlement in the Yazoo Basin dates from the
Paleo-Indian period to European contact.While sites from all
known periods have been recorded, based on the numbers
of mounds built, the Mississippian occupation is the most
extensive (Figure 6). Marked by an increase in mound
building, a shift to rectangular house patterns, and the inten-
sification of maize agriculture, small and large Mississippian
mound centers dot the entirety of the Mississippi Delta land-
scape. Interestingly, very few of these sites (with the exception
ofWalls phase sites near modern-dayMemphis) have yielded
artifacts associated with the Southeastern Ceremonial Com-
plex, a distinctive symbolic religious system composed of
iconography developed in the American Bottom, thought
to be the Mississippian homeland [19, 25, 26, 64, 105].
Scholarship on large Mississippian sites throughout the mid-
continental and southeastern United States is extensive (e.g.,
[19, 61, 63, 106, 107]), yet the large multi-mound centers
of the Yazoo Basin have remained largely ignored (excepting
[12, 15]). This project can begin to remedy this discrepancy
6 Journal of Anthropology
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Figure 6: Extensive mound construction took place in the LMV during the Mississippi period. Nowhere so was this more evident that in the
Yazoo Basin, enclosed by yellow box, where numerous mound centers were constructed from 1200 to 1540 AD. Image adapted from Prentice
[112, page 103].
by engaging in theoretically driven research bringing Carson
into the forefront with other large Mississippian sites such as
Etowah, Moundville, Cahokia, and Spiro.
Some basic descriptions of the Carson site have been
published (e.g., [14, 69, 88]), but excavations identifying spe-
cific theoretical issues in anthropological archaeology have
only recently begun. Brown [69] noted ceramic evidence
from controlled surface collections for Late Woodland and
Late Mississippian occupations at the site. Recent work by
Lansdell [98] confirms Brown’s broad chronology. Test exca-
vations, surface collections, and a reanalysis of Mississippi
Department of Archives and History (MDAH) collections
by Lansdell demonstrates an occupation spanning from the
Late Woodland, based on the presence of Baytown Plain
and Mulberry Creek Cordmarked ceramics, to the Late
Mississippian and contact periods. Burlington chert and
blade core technology at the site further attest the presence
of a Mississippian occupation and demonstrate connections
between the Carson community with groups from Arkansas
and the American Bottom [87, page 204]. While lithic and
ceramic data provide a general temporal association for the
site, its broad time-span requires further investigation.
Additionally, claims that the site was one of the historic
Tunica towns, Quiz Quiz, as well as a site visited by the Soto
expedition, have yet to be corroborated [108].
Preliminary investigations in the winter of 2008 by
John Connaway (MDAH), David Abbot (MDAH) and Jayur
Mehta (then with MDAH), revealed a large village and
cemetery associated with Mound A, the largest mound
documented at Carson (Figure 7). Preliminary radiocarbon
dates (Table 1) from a center post-mold from House 8 in the
associated village date the western portion of the site near
Mound A to 840 ± 60 BP (cal 1040 to 1280 AD), squarely
within the beginning of the Mississippi period. However, a
charcoal fragment extracted from the center of a postmold
related to the construction of a stockade post has been dated
to 420 ± 50 BP (cal 1420 to 1530 AD), suggesting some of
the palisade was constructed later in time than House 8.
Furthermore, a radiocarbon date from Burial 13 resulted in a
much later date of 340 ± 50 BP (cal 1450 to 1660 AD). More
precise dating of the structures, and certainly the burials,
at Carson is needed, particularly due to the rapidity of
Journal of Anthropology 7
Figure 7: University of Mississippi and MDAH excavations at Carson—image at left shows Mound A, small house mounds, and an earthen
embankment at Carson. Inset block depicts the outlines of prehistoric structures, postmolds, and pits over gradiometer imagery collected by
the University of Mississippi. Images courtesy of Jay K. Johnson.
Table 1: Radiocarbon dates from Mound A village area.
Sample Measured age 13/12 C Conventional age 2 Sigma calibration
CO518-1 420 ± 50 BP −24.9% 420 ± 50 BP Cal AD 1420 to 1530
CO518-2 340 ± 50 BP −25.9% 330 ± 50 BP Cal AD 1450 to 1660
CO518-3 840 ± 60 BP −25.1% 840 ± 60 BP Cal AD 1040 to 1280
culture change taking place in the Late Mississippi to post-
Contact periods. After discovering this village and cemetery,
it was apparent that additional areas at the site warranted
further study, including investigations designed to determine
whether Carson represents one settlement, or several. To
answer this question, we turned to soil coring, remote
sensing, and geophysical surveys as appropriate methods of
investigation.
3. Methods
Subsequent to background research and prior to coring and
excavations, remotely sensed imagery was obtained from
several sources for visual analysis. Imagery obtained from
Google Earth, a free program accessible on most personal
computers, enabled us to assess, visually, how the landscape
at the Carson mounds site has changed from 1994 to 2007.
Multi-spectral imagery from Positive Systems (Airborne
Data Acquisition and Registration (ADAR)) was also con-
sulted, as well as imagery from the Shuttle Radar TerrainMis-
sion (SRTM). These data were then used inductively to guide
the placement of soil cores around the Carson landscape with
the objective of boring a wide variety of surficial landforms.
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
provided a truck-mounted Giddings hydraulic soil corer for
our soil coring regimen in 2009. Each core was 5.08-cm in
diameter, and each core was described in the field following
the USDA-NRCS soil guidelines found in the Field Book for
Describing and Sampling Soils (version 2.0, National Soil
Survey Center, NRCS, USDA, Lincoln, Nebraska) and with
Munsell soil color chart designations. Soil cores were bored
and extracted on the toe and side slopes and summits of
accessible mounds and in the field north of the road
transecting the site. In forthcoming field seasons, we plan to
excavate cores along regularly defined transects.
Following soil coring, down-hole magnetic susceptibility
tests were completed in a number of the bore holes using a
geophysical instrument, the Bartington Instruments MS2H
Down-hole Magnetic Susceptibility Meter. Magnetic suscep-
tibility is a measure of the ease with which a material can
be magnetized [109, page 25]. This technique developed by
Rinita Dalan ([110, page 263], [111]) helps us understand
site-formation and post-depositional processes and can be
used as follows.
(1) To identify buried sites—on an undifferentiated sur-
face environment where no artifacts are present,
the down-hole meter can identify carbonized and
anthropogenic soils indicative of prehistoric human
activity.
(2) To identify activity areas, features, and cultural
layers—relative variation in susceptibility profiles
can facilitate prospection and the identification of
potential excavation blocks.
(3) To build and correlate stratigraphic sequences—
using susceptibility profiles in conjunction with cor-
ing data, we can describe soil horizons across the
landscape without large-scale excavation.
Readings were taken by inserting the instrument down
the bore hole to a depth of one to two meters. Down-hole
readings were processed and analyzed with Microsoft Excel
and Surfer mapping programs.
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4. Results and Discussion
Several different findings weremade possible using themeth-
ods described above. Qualitative assessment of the aerial
imagery shows Carson is situated on a linear east-west ridge
of soils that are at a higher elevation than the soils to the
north and south. Based on subsurface stratigraphy from
successful coring and trenching, this ridge may potentially be
a crevasse splay underlying some of the mounds at Carson–
in particular mounds D and C. This deposit may indicate
that an active river channel was present here before any
mound building occurred. Furthermore, some cores reveal
flood sands interrupted the construction of mound C. If
that were the case, the Carson site may be contrary to the
observed patterning of sites around levee ridges and oxbows
in the northernMississippi Delta (see [81], [101, page 39])—
instead, the sight may have been built adjacent to an actively
flowing river. In addition, Fisk [72] also suggested an even
older channel once ran near the site (channel 5), however,
our preliminary survey could produce no data to corroborate
Fisk’s placement of the channel (sensu [113]). More recent
data on soil development indicates the site is located within
Saucier’s Hpm stage 1 meander belt, which dates from 3000
B.P. through the present [73, 114]. The broad time range
Saucier proposes for the Hpm-1 meander belt is based on
the paucity of evidence to support the detailed ordering of
river stages that Fisk proposed initially in 1944—given the
frequency with which Mississippi River channels moved, the
5000 year time period for the Hpm-1 meander belt was
sufficient enough for channel oscillation to destroy, reclaim,
and/or fill and veneer earlier abandoned channels. Saucier
cautioned that Fiskmay have gone toomuch into detail based
primarily on channel scar signatures, because, he (Saucier)
could not find the geomorphic, or soil stratigraphic evidence
to support such detailed ordering of channel stages. It may
be likely an earlier channel was there, but evidence of the
channel and its banks have likely been destroyed, filled in,
or covered over by later channels so completely and to such
a depth that it is possible our equipment could not bore to a
sufficient depth to detect the earlier channel. Therefore, the
depth of the channel Fisk [72] proposed may indeed lie well
below the capabilities of the Giddings coring device in use,
and consequently, we cannot entirely discount the possibility
of its existence.
4.1. Sediment Coring and Magnetic Susceptibility Data
4.1.1. Mound A. Mound A is a truncated pyramidal mound
located at the far-western margin of the Carson site adjacent
to Fisk’s relict channel 11 [72]. In 2009, cores 13 and 22
were excavated on Mound A with the goals of identifying the
prehistoric ground surface as well as clarifying some aspects
of its construction chronology. Mound A is 4.2 meters tall,
and at its broadest dimensions at the base is 67.2m by
51.4m; currently a burned out modern structure sits atop
the summit.
Core 13 was bored on the west facing side slope of
Mound A, 14.4 meters east from Riche’s Bayou (Figure 8).
Riche’s Bayou is an extinct channel of the Mississippi
River, Fisk’s channel 11. It is also the same channel on
which another large Mississippian site, Parchman, is situated
[115]. Approximately 79 cm of mound fill was cored before
encountering a thick midden of daub and charcoal in the
mound fill, which extended to 117 cm below surface (bs).
Because of soil compaction, a common problem in soil
coring [116, 117], the midden encountered in the core
at 79 cmbs is probably the peak in magnetic susceptibility
shown in the 2Ab1 strata, a buried A (Ab) or surface horizon
(see Figure 10). The first peak in susceptibility just before
40 cmbs may be a result of daub or charcoal inclusions in
the core hole as no buried surface was detected. These peaks
have been seen at similar site settings in the region [116].
Brown, very fine sandy loam (natural levee soil) was observed
below the midden. This layer appears to be part of mound
fill because at 158 cmbs, a distinct ash lens was encountered
(Figure 9). This could indicate the area around the mound
was burned of vegetation before construction started or that
perhaps we hit a hearth or just hit some hearth scrapings.
The ash lens at 158 cmbs (right above the 2Ab3 horizon)
was weakly magnetic, likely due to the complete oxidation of
organics. The strong magnetic peak at 165 cmbs and below
the ash lens coincides with the likely pre-mound surface
before Mound A was constructed. Another moderate peak
at 220 cmbs in the 3Ab stratum suggests a buried surface
horizon below natural levee soils, revealing that Mound A
was built over a levee surface that was occupied, flooded
over, and then reoccupied. These buried surfaces appear to
be remnants of natural levees that existed in the locale prior
to Mound A, and given their magnetic peaks, they may have
been occupied or cleared of brush with fire before the mound
was built. Sandy loams are present below these buried natural
levees until about 447 cmbs, after which a grayish brown silty
clay slackwater deposit shows up. This clay deposit, which
is much different from the previous layers, was deposited
from a distant channel before the present one migrated to
its charted position.
Core 22 was located directly on top of Mound A
(Figure 8) and it revealed the mound was made in at least
two large construction stages. Evidence of a buried A horizon
was found in the core at 221–263 cmbs—this horizon likely
represents the end of the first mound building stage. Another
buried A horizon was found at roughly 4.5 meters below
surface. Interestingly, gleyed soils indicative of channel fill
were encountered about 1 meter bs. These water logged
deposits may have come from Fisk’s extinct channel 11 or
from another abandoned channel. From 550 to 670 cmbs a
brown, structureless, very fine sandy loam similar to natural
levee or flood deposits was encountered but we could not
excavate deep enough to identify the surface horizon buried
in the natural levee that we detected in core 13. No down-
hole magnetic susceptibility readings were taken in this bore
hole due to time and budgetary constraints.
Given that the landform on which mound A is situated
was at one time a natural levee for Fisk’s channel 11, it is not
surprising such sandy soils were detected. It is worthwhile
to note that when standing in the bottom of the channel
scar, Mound A looks almost twice as large—this strategy
in mound construction is reminiscent of some mounds in
Journal of Anthropology 9
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Figure 8: Modern schematic map of the Carson Mounds showing locations of large mounds still evident on the landscape and bore holes
excavated in 2009 (green dots).
Figure 9: A distinct ash lens encountered in core 13, 158–162 cmbs, Mound A. This ash lens was in low magnetic susceptibility likely due
to the complete oxidation of organics in the sediment. The ash lens may be from a burning event prior to mound construction or perhaps
originated from hearth scrapings.
the Natchez Bluffs that similarly make use of the natural
topography, such as Anna and Emerald [23]. Furthermore,
at the nearby sites of Parchman and Salomon, the principal
mounds are both similar in that they appear much larger
from the channel bed than from the surrounding landscape.
A survey of other mounds in the area may potentially reveal
this to be a common trend in construction.
4.1.2.Mound C . MoundC is centrally located at Carson, and
like Mound A, it has an abandoned and modern structure
10 Journal of Anthropology
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some instances of mound fill where daub and other burned materials were encountered.
atop its summit. In 2009, cores 2, 3, and 4 were excavated on
the flank and summit, and a backhoe trench was excavated
along the western flank. Only core 2 was probed with the
down-hole susceptibility meter. Currently the mound is
shaped like a truncated pyramid and it is 2.3m tall with
maximum dimensions of 105.6m by 68.6m.
Core 3 was taken at the mound summit (Figure 8). The
upper stratum contained mound fill extending to 248 cmbs.
Below the upper strata, a buried natural surface, an A
Horizon, was detected. This buried natural surface is a very
dark gray (10YR 3/1) silty clay (45% clay) and it has an
abrupt boundary with the mound fill above it. This natural
surface is approximately 30 centimeters thick. Below it are
200 centimeters of fine, fine-silty, and fine-loamy material
interbedded with buried organics (oak leaves and fibers) and
some free water. Some of the fine-silty layers appear similar to
the back end of natural levee deposition. At 388 centimeters,
there is a 6-centimeter layer of very dark grayish brown
(10YR 3/2) silt loam, which is evidence of another buried
natural surface. There are some organic materials (possibly
thatch) buried in this horizon, as well as a small number
of chert flakes. Beneath this second buried natural surface
there is a sequence of fine-loamy and fine-silty layers that
appear similar to fine-loamy natural levee deposition—the
core terminates at 478 centimeters below surface.
Core 4 was completed on the north side of the mound
(Figure 8), in an area facing the ridge and swale topography
of a remnant channel. There is no evidence of mound build-
ing in this core and it appears to contain natural stratigraphy
indicative of alluvial deposits. From the ground surface down
to 240 cm is an alternating sequence of brown and dark
yellowish brown fine-loamy and fine-silty material, suggest-
ing natural levee deposition from frequent inundation and
flooding. Beneath these layers are stratified layers of fine-
silt and fine sand, with moisture increasing with depth. At
470 cm, there is a layer of gleyed clayey material with shiny
pedogenic facies designated as Bgss, indicating slackwater
deposition. The water table is encountered at 500 cmbs along
with a grayish brown fine-loam. At 530 centimeters, there
continues to be free water and a gleyed, coarse grained sand
that could be either a point bar, front slope and summit
natural levee deposits, or crevasse deposits.
The trench through Mound C begins on the west edge of
the summit/shoulder slope of the mound and continues west
down the backslope, footslope, and toe slope (Figure 11).
The trench was approximately half a meter wide and ten
meters long. At the foot slope position there were approxi-
mately 120 cm of mound fill. From 120 to 139 cmbs, there
was a brown, very fine sandy loam natural levee deposit,
interpreted as a flood event as it appears that this layer
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Figure 11: Photo-mosaic trench profile of Mound C. The red box encloses the interface between mound stage 1, flood deposits, and the
overlying stage 2. Image courtesy of Jay K. Johnson. Scale and direction of photos unknown.
washed over some portion of the construction of this mound.
Below this flood deposit was another layer of mound fill that
extended to about 155 cmbs. A buried horizon was detected
from 155 to 171 cmbs, and, underneath this buried horizon,
was fine, grayish brown, backswamp clay.
Core 2 was a sediment core bored and extracted close
to the summit position of the mound on the shoulder
slope (Figure 8). From the surface, mound fill continues to
285 cmbs, at which point a very dark grayish brown (10YR
3/2) silty clay loam (38% clay) buried natural surface
appears). Core 2 magnetic susceptibility readings (Figure 12)
show the original surface layer, followed by a thick layer
of mound fill that extends to 100 cmbs. A few peaks are
present in the mound fill and may be related to small daub
and charcoal inclusions often found in mound fill. Around
100 cmbs, a strong peak in susceptibility was observed and
could indicate a natural or anthropogenic surface. The peak
at 100 cmbs in the magnetic susceptibility data is not consis-
tent with the sedimentology data as no visible buried layer
was observed in the core, only mound fill. Given the utility
of this instrument for detecting anthropogenic disturbances
in undifferentiated soil [110, 111], this peak may indicate
a buried surface horizon, perhaps at a time when mound-
building ceased to allow for short term occupation. This
occupation may not have left visually detectable remains in
the soil but could have impacted the soil enough for it to be
detected using magnetic susceptibility—we will have to test
for this short-term occupation in future excavations. There is
a clear smooth boundary between the buried natural surface
and the mound fill horizon above it. The natural surface
horizon is approximately 33 centimeters thick, with 30 cen-
timeters of fine-silty material lying beneath it. The core ends
at 348 centimeters below surface. Based on sediment data,
we might suggest that although Mound C was built rather
quickly in the earlier stages, later construction proceeded at
a slower rate allowing people to occupy the mound for some
time, perhaps for a generation at a time, before additional
fill was placed atop the mound, in much the same way that
typical Mississippian platform mounds at smaller sites were
built gradually [118].
4.1.3. Mound D. By sheer volume, Mound D is the largest
earthen monument at Carson. With a volume of 11,
665.2m3, it has double the volume of the next largest mound,
12 Journal of Anthropology
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Figure 12: Volume susceptibility graph for core 2. The strongest peak in the graph occurred at a lithostratigraphic horizon that was
not ascertained to be anthropogenic, but rather ubiquitous mound fill. This peak may point to the utility of the device for identifying
anthropogenic sediments in undifferentiated fill.
Mound A. Like mounds A and C, Mound D once had
a modern structure on its summit, although now all that
remains is a cistern, a possible cellar, and some brick footings.
Currently Mound D, five-sided in plan, is 4.5m in height and
its maximum dimensions at the base are 91.7m by 77.6m.
Core 7 was excavated on the summit in 2009 and was taken
directly to the prehistoric ground surface.
Core 7 (Figure 8) exhibited 18 different horizons, of
which there are possibly four different mound surfaces.
These mound surfaces were also noted in down-hole mag-
netic susceptibility (Figure 13). In this core, the layer of soil
below the A-Horizon appears to be highly weathered, and it
has a light tan color, possibly representative of slope wash or a
weathered exterior surface. Below this is a rich organic layer,
showing the thirdmound surface which shows a weakermag-
netic signal in the susceptibility data. This weaker signal may
be related to a shorter occupation during this third mound
stage. About 50 cmbs, another rich organic layer designated
as the second mound surface was encountered, followed by a
thick layer of mound fill. The second mound surface is more
visible in the susceptibility data suggesting a longer occu-
pation span for stage 2
′
s construction. Around 227 cmbs,
another thin organic layer was detected, designated as the
first mound surface, which was followed by a thin layer of
mound fill. This shows up as weakly magnetic and could be
a result again of a shorter occupation for mound stage 1,
or result in the loss or translocation of organic materials. A
rich buried A Horizon was observed from 247 to 265 cmbs.
This buried layer also contained a weak magnetic signal and
could be a result of weathering of organics. Underneath
this fourth buried horizon are natural soils similar to those
around and below Mounds A and B, suggesting that initial
construction at Mound D took place sometime after the
nearby backswamp was covered over with crevasse materials,
making Mound D more recent than Mound C, which has
crevasse material overlying the flank of the mound.
4.2. Interpretation of Sedimentology. The Carson mounds is
located on what the NRCS defined for this area as the Bosket
and Dubbs soil series, very fine sandy loam surface texture,
with 0–2% slopes. These are well-drained tomoderately well-
drained, fine loamy to fine silty textured soils that occur on
old natural levees and ridges. Surrounding soils are found
on backswamp areas and ridge and swale topography. The
site is situated on top of a small terrace or elevation break,
surrounded by ridge and swale topography (Figure 14). Data
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Interestingly, both the pre-mound surface and the top of the first mound stage have very low susceptibility values. These low values are likely
a result of natural weathering processes (leaching of organics), although the intensity of occupation (less contribution of magnetic material
on the surface or perhaps reduced burning) and the actual mound fill itself, which may contain weaker magnetic minerals than those found
later, could also explain these lower values.
from the soil cores suggest this elevation break originated
from a crevasse splay emanating from Fisk’s channel 11
that likely occurred sometime before mound construction,
although this conclusion is still tentative. This crevasse event
which built up the linear ridge may totally predate all of
Mound C’s construction or simply predate some phase of its
construction. This linear ridge could be the base for the elon-
gated arrangement of mound construction; a future study
should be directed at evaluating the relationships between
archaeological and geomorphic landforms. Currently, it is
the opinion of the authors thatmostMississippian sites in the
Yazoo Basin are found on curved natural levees lining oxbow
lakes, a typical and common landform in the region, thereby
making Carson’s location on a crevasse splay somewhat
unique. In particular, it appears the elongated arrangement
of mounds at Carson was predicated to some degree by the
formation of a crevasse ridge.
The sand layer found in our trench on Mound C results
from a flood event, but it is unlikely that is represents a
high-intensity crevasse, which would leave greater erosional
evidence and disturbances behind. This layer, approximately
20 centimeters thick, includes brown (10YR 4/3 and 10YR
5/3) very fine sandy loam (<18% clay). It has very weak
fine subangular blocky structure (almost structureless, or
massive). Redoximorphic features (iron depletions and iron
concentrations) were present but faint. Within this layer were
thinner lenses of coarser sand that showed faint evidence of
wave or water action. The flood event layer was sitting on
approximately 20 centimeters of mound fill (at the sample
point). This flood event layer came up to and stopped at
the side slope of the mound that had already been built up
(Figure 11).
The very fine sandy loam layers found in the trench
on Mound C and in several cores lead us to conclude that
Mound C was affected by flooding at some point during its
construction history. These flood layers are visible on the
side slope of Mound C. After this flood, another stage of
construction began. Given these sandy soils at Mound C,
one might ask if they are prevalent in other cores across the
site—the answer is yes. These flood sediments were evident
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in many other cores (2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 19, 22, 25, 26—
Table 2 and Figure 15)—essentially over much of the site.
They ranged in thickness from 19 to 140 cm’s and in depth
below surface from 139 cmbs to 317 cmbs, indicating flood-
deposited soils cover much of the landform on which the
site is constructed. We believe it likely that flood-borne soils
built a linear-ridge from east to west over one-mile long, and
it is on this ridge that the Carson mounds were built. It is
unclear how long the crevasse ridge was left to settle before
occupations began; future directives should evaluate through
optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) discrepancies in the
age of sediments deposited at the end of crevasse formation
and the beginning of anthropogenic mound building. To
some degree, flooding likely continued for some time but
at much lesser intensities than that which built the crevasse
ridge.
Core 4 was taken from the toe slope of Mound C on
natural, relatively undisturbed ground. It is mapped in the
USDA-NRCS Coahoma County Soil Surveyas natural levee
soil. At 69–183 centimeters below surface, there is a brown
very sandy loam layer with very weak structure (Bt3 and
BC1 horizons). This layer has approximately 20% grayish
brown masses of redoximorphic depletions and 10% dark
yellowish brown masses of redoximorphic concentrations.
The presence of redoximorphic features in the soil indicates
a frequent wetting and drying of the soil—frequent wetting
and drying episodes result in the reduction and oxidation
of iron and manganese compounds, leaving a characteristic
mottled appearance to the soil [119, page 158]. Flood-borne
sediments would display such features.
Core 5 was taken on a ridge (on the old ridge and swale
landscape) in the bare-ground field north of the farm shop.
The ground has been disturbed by farming, but has not
been significantly land leveled. At 45 to 120 centimeters
below surface, there are two horizons, the first at 45–100
centimeters (Bt2 horizon), the second, 100–120 centimeters
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Figure 15: Core profiles and the stratigraphic position of some lower intensity flood events (low energy crevasse splays) across the Carson
site demonstrate how flooding interrupted mound building at the site. The crevasse that formed the linear east to west ridge that underlies
the whole site is deeper than can be shown in the image.
Table 2: Excavated cores and depths of potential crevasse or flood sands.
Core Depth (cmbs) Thickness (cm) Landscape
4 69–83 114 Level natural ground
13 317–410 93 Side slope of mound
14 87–227 140 0 to 1% slopes, natural ground
19 54–180 126 0 to 1% slopes, natural ground
24 53–156 103 Land-leveled, natural ground
25 228–346 118 Toe-slope of mound
26 126–209 83 Toe-slope of mound
27 95–223 128 Toe-slope of mound
Trench 120–139 19 Side and toe-slope of mound
(Bt3 horizon), that correspond to natural levee deposition
and possibly the flood event associated with the layer at
Mound C. Bt2 layer is a structureless, yellowish brown very
fine sandy loam (18% clay) that has about 10% dark grayish
brown masses of redoximorphic depletions and 10% brown
redoximorphic concentrations. Bt3 layer is a structureless,
brown very fine sandy loam (<18% clay) that has about 30%
dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) masses of redoximorphic
depletions and 10% dark yellowish brown masses of redoxi-
morphic concentrations.
Core 14 was taken past the toe slope of Mound A on
natural ground before the boundary to the leveled field. At
87 to 227 centimeters below surface, there are two horizons
that correspond to the flood event layer in Mound C trench.
The first, at 87–115 centimeters (BC horizon), and the
second, 115–227 centimeters (C1 horizon), are brown and
brownish gray very fine sandy loam layers. The BC horizon is
a brown very fine sandy loam (18% clay) with about 10%
dark yellowish brown masses of redox concentrations and
weak fine subangular structure. The C horizons are brown
to brownish gray very fine sandy loams (10% clay) with
about 20% grayish brown masses of redox depletions, and
no structure at all (massive).
Core 19 was taken in the middle of the pecan orchard
south of Mound A on a natural levee landscape. Similar to
Core 14, at 54 to 180 centimeters below surface, there are
two horizons that appear to be similar to the flood event
layer in the Mound C trench. At 54–105 centimeters, there
is a brown very fine sandy loam (<18% clay) that has very
weak structure. It has about 20% dark grayish brown masses
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of redox depletions in it. The second horizon, at 105–180
centimeters, is a brown very fine sandy loam (<18% clay)
with no structure (massive). It has about 20% grayish brown
masses of redox depletions in it. Also, 1% charcoal fragments
were found scattered throughout the horizon.
From approximately 50 centimeters to 200 centimeters
below surface on the cores taken on natural ground away
from the mounds (Cores 4, 5, 14, and 19), there are thick lay-
ers of coarse-loamy deposition that would indicate a natural
levee sequence or flood event. In comparison to the trench at
Mound C, it is difficult to pinpoint a specific corresponding
flood event in these core samples. The coarse-loamy layer in
the trench occurs at approximately 120 centimeters below
surface at the lower end of the trench (coming off the
mound). The depths of the coarse-loamy layers on the
landscape do correspond to each other. However, the coarse-
loamy layers in the cores are much thicker (ranging from
93 to 180 centimeters thick) compared to the 20- to 50-
centimeter thick layer in the trench. This is possible for
several reasons: (1) the coarse-loamy layers could be from
different flood events and different channels that are carrying
similar sediment loads. (2) If it is the same flood event,
the deposition could be coming from two different active
channels in the area. (3) If it is the same flood event, and there
is only one active channel, then distance from the channel
and topographic relief may be the influence. As discussed
with core 4, there is a natural levee in front of the trench
on Mound C. The difference in topography may account
for the coarse-loamy layer being thinner behind (or on the
downslope) the natural levee near the trench.
Because of the ubiquity of these flood sediments, there
is the possibility the residents of Carson chose to live on
an actively flowing, meandering, and seasonally flooding
channel of the Mississippi River (c.f. [10, page 314]). Based
on how Carson is situated on the land, the findings presented
here suggest two possible scenarios. In one, the flood event
could have been a massive, singular event that dumped an
enormous amount of sediment over the site and its sur-
rounding landscape. Alternatively, a succession of smaller
floods from an active channel and various tributary chan-
nels could have resulted in the deposition of flood-borne
sediments. Determining which of these two scenarios was
actually the case in prehistory will require additional coring
and fieldwork. What these two scenarios suggest, however, is
that cultural adaptations were necessary to live in an actively
flooding environment. Given the parameters outlined by
Lewis [120, page 39], that sites can (a) be built on locations
where flooding is not an issue, (b) that they can incorporate
flood-proof features into the design of dwellings, or (c)
that they can construct canals and levees at sites to change
local flood patterns, and at least three Mississippian sites
in the northern Delta, Wilsford, Hays, and likely Carson,
all had structures with flood-proof dwellings ([81], personal
communication 2012), it is worthwhile to engage in future
fieldwork to determine how the residents of Carson adapted
to their dynamic environment. Lewis’ third scenario adopts
a historical ecological perspective, positing that not only can
humans adapt but they can also modify their landscape and
environment to mitigate flood events.
5. Conclusions
Sediment coring and down-hole magnetic susceptibility were
found to be incredibly effective tools for evaluating sub-
surface geology and mound building. Sediment coring has
been used effectively for geoarchaeological research [54, 56,
117] and at Carson it has helped delineate the subsurface
geology of the Carson landform that was identified using
aerial imagery and surface soil maps. The lithology of the lin-
ear ridge that underlies the site has tentatively been defined as
a crevasse splay using sediment coring and further tests will
need to be conducted in the future to corroborate our initial
findings.
Sediment coring also helped define methods of mound
construction, especially when used in conjunction with the
down-holemagnetic susceptibility meter. Evidence from sed-
iment cores excavated on mound A (cores 13 and 22) suggest
the mound was constructed in at least two large stages and
that the area on which the mound was built was previously
occupied for some time. The 2Ab3 horizon in core 13 which
pedologically appeared to be the pre-mound surface was
corroborated by a strong magnetic signal in the down-
hole susceptibility meter. Another buried stratum below the
2Ab3 horizon, the 3Ab horizon, indicates the area under the
mound was occupied for some time, flooded over, and then
reoccupied. Strong peaks in the magnetic susceptibility of
the 3Ab soils corroborate our pedological assessment that the
3Ab horizon was likely a buried and inhabited surface.
From core 2 at mound C, only one strong peak in sus-
ceptibility (100 cmbs) was detected and it could not be cor-
roborated by our sedimentology data. In the sediment core,
no visible buried anthropogenic layer or any soil that would
give a high reading was observed. Given the instrument
was designed for detecting anthropogenic disturbances in
undifferentiated soil [110, 111], this peak may indicate a
buried surface horizon when mound-building ceased to
allow for short term occupation. We think it likely that
the short-term occupation did not leave visually detectable
remains in the soil but it did change the soil enough to be
detected using magnetic susceptibility—future excavations
will attempt to reach this horizon to evaluate whether a
mound stage is present at this level.
Stratigraphy uncovered in core 7 revealed the possibility
that mound D was constructed in as many as four stages or
perhaps as little as two. The last two potential mound stages,
three and four, were fairlyminor and within the first 25 cmbs,
and therefore, the possibility remains the susceptibility peaks
seen in core 7 (Figure 13) for the third and fourth surfaces
may instead represent slope wash of anthropogenic summit
sediments. Mound stages one and two were visually identi-
fied in core 7 through the pedology; however, they did not
both have strong signals in the down-hole instrument. The
horizon identified as the second mound surface exhibited a
strong susceptibility signal, which corroborates our sediment
analysis; however, the similarly identified first mound stage
does not have a strong susceptibility signal. Furthermore, the
pre-mound surface, which was the natural ground surface on
which themound was built, did not have a strong susceptibil-
ity signal even though visually and texturally it appeared to
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be a well-defined anthropic horizon. The absence of a strong
signal at the buried pre-mound surface may be related to
the absence of magnetic iron oxides, although this would be
unexpected in a silty clay loam A horizon.
Consequently, we found magnetic susceptibility to be a
useful technology for evaluating, corroborating, and some-
times confounding in-field characterizations of sediments. In
mound A, the instrument was incredibly useful at validating
our sediment identifications. However, at times, like on
mounds C and D, we found that the instrument raised
more questions by identifying undifferentiated sediments as
strongly magnetic or by having weakly magnetic readings
at horizons that appeared anthropogenic in the pedology.
These ambivalent and conflicting situations could likely be
remedied by excavating multiple cores much closer together
and by taking down-hole magnetic susceptibility readings in
each bore hole, and therefore, the possibilities of correlating
stratigraphy are much greater and the likelihood of instru-
ment errors and idiosyncratic soil horizons far less. Our work
was, however, successful at answering some questions we
identified prior to beginning our fieldwork.
Where Was the River and Was It an Active Channel When
the Site Was Occupied? Data from the cores revealed that
Fisk’s channel 11 appears to have been active for at least
some period of occupation of the Carson mounds site. It
is conceivable that the river was not active when the site
was first occupied, but that it avulsed into what we call
channel 11 as people were living on the landscape. Repeated
flooding, or one massive flood event, may have forced people
off the land for some time before they returned to continue
building mounds and living at the site. It is possible that
the many small house mounds shown on Holmes’ map were
built as a means of adapting to the frequent inundation
of the landscape or as purposeful eminences where height
had symbolic advantages, but other interpretations are also
plausible. At the Hollywood site in the north Mississippi
Delta, smaller earthen mounds were specifically built as sub-
structures for domestic houses [86]. Some of these mounds
could represent burial mounds or ossuaries. More likely, they
represent accumulations of earth and debris during long
periods of settlement and activity in domestic structures,
perhaps similar to the Mississippian house mounds at the
Shiloh site in Tennessee [121].
Are Sediment Cores Enough to Determine if Carson Was One
Site or a Palimpsest of Many? It is unclear if Carson was one
cohesive site and/or political entity lasting roughly over
600–700 years [69, 77]. We do know that William Henry
Holmes and Cyrus Thomas’s [68] assistants traveled Mis-
sissippi’s Yazoo Basin in 1882 and 1883 before centralized
management of levee and dyke construction (National
Anthropological Archives MS 2400). River channelization
by the United States Army Corps of Engineers significantly
altered this region of the Yazoo Basin, and consequently,
the landscape that Holmes witnessed was much closer to
the prehistoric Native American landscape than the modern
Yazoo landscape. That they called Carson one archaeological
site should not be taken for granted. There is the distinct
possibility that by the time the site was described by
twentieth-century archaeologists, the landscape had changed
dramatically due to erosion, agriculture, and alluvial pro-
cesses, and that it no longer resembled the landscape at the
time of Mississippian occupation or when Holmes viewed it.
It is for this reason, then, that we utilize geoarchaeological
methods to study the prehistoric landscape and to try
and discover the nature of community and leadership at
the Carson mounds site. Furthermore, continued analysis
of surface-collected ceramics and the recovery of material
culture from stratigraphically secure contexts will build on
the work of Connaway, Brown [69], and Brent Lansdell
[98] and facilitate chronological and spatial ordering at the
Carson site.
Recent fieldwork at Carson has presented a preliminary
evaluation of the geomorphology of the Carson mounds
landscape. Research revealed that a nearby Mississippi River
channel, perhaps Fisk’s channel 11, was actively depositing
sediments at the site while it was occupied and that a large-
scale avulsion from the channel likely resulted in the crevasse
ridge under the mounds. Let us consider these data in
the paradigm of historical ecology, a perspective in which
humans have net effects on their environment, but they are
not driven by intangible parameters to destroy or preserve
their environment. In the rapidly changing floodplain envi-
ronments of the Yazoo Basin, it is evident the indigenous
residents witnessed the movement of the Mississippi River,
the formation of crevasses, levees, and lakes, and also
the destruction of their villages and monuments through
flooding. People likely and frequently witnessed natural geo-
morphic processes in action; in the case of Carson, it appears
a large-scale crevasse created a long and linear ridge that
was subsequently settled on sometime after 1000 AD. In
this natural landscape they created permanent alterations
through the construction of large earthen monuments, small
earthen mounds, and an earthen embankment. Remember-
ing Malinowski’s quote [1, page 37] from the beginning of
this essay, it is important to note how an artificial or cultural
landscape was created on a newly formed natural landform.
He noted that culture must be permanently reproduced and
maintained, and therefore, we think it is of the utmost
relevance that a rapidly-formed crevasse was chosen as the
site for the Carson site, a prehistoric village once marked by
over 86 earthen mounds. The building of earthen mounds
itself was a form of culture, a recreation and solidification
of identity that has an antiquity of thousands of years in the
LMV; recreating mounds at the Carson site at that specific
landform was no coincidence. We might even suggest that in
a rapidly changing, geomorphic floodplain, the only land-
forms of long-lasting permanence were the large, artificial
earthenmounds built by the Indians of the LMV (During the
massive and devastating 1927 floods of the Mississippi River,
the only eminences above water in the Southern Yazoo Basin
were the earthen mounds built by the region’s indigenous
residents and the modern river levees constructed in the 19th
and 20th centuries [122]). Given the crevasse ridge was likely
to have been far above the flood-zone, locating the earthen
mounds on the crevasse landform might presuppose Native
knowledge of floodplain dynamics, as well as have served
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to mark an anthropogenic landscape and to permanently
demarcate a space as both natural and cultural. Thus, in this
context, it is possible to see from Malinowski’s perspective
how the environment is nothing less than culture itself.
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